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Abstract 
Introduction: According to the study the author presented in a 9

TH
 Webinar On Healthcare- 

Health Economics and Policy that was held in February 09, 2021 London UK, she said that the 
type of medication that we need to prescribe will depend on the type of population that we 
have nowadays. 
Purpose: the purpose of this study is that the author is showing that the type of population 
that we have nowadays is very different from the type of population that we had before 2015, 
where she noticed that in the past, the majority of the population have energy in the internal 
massive organs (Liver, Heart, Spleen, Lungs and Kidney).  
Methods: through one study that the author did from 2015 to 2020, studying and measuring a 
1000 chakras’ energy centers. The chakras are energy concentrations that are usually invisible 
by the naked eyes and are important to send energy to the entire cell, organs, glands and 
systems to their proper functioning.  
Results: the results of this study was that more than 90% of her patients were in the lowest 
level of energy (rated in one) with exception of the seventh that was normal (rated in eight). 
She understand that this result could be a sample of what could be happening in the whole 
globe nowadays because this lack of energy is caused by the influences of the electromagnetic 
radiation of the modernization of telecommunication ( 5G ) and the use of highly 
concentrated medications can reduce even more this energy, that is already very low, leading 
to many other complications, formations of new other diseases and more propensity to have 
diabetes, hypertension, myocardial infarction, strokes, cancer among others. According to 
Arndt Shultz Law, created in 1888 by two German researchers, they said that highly 
concentrated medications can reduce the vital energy and the use of highly diluted 
medications can increase this vital energy, and this effect that we need to obtain in the 

treatment of our patients nowadays.   
Conclusion: the conclusion of this study is that, due to the alterations in the energy pattern of 
our population, becoming very low in energy, there is the necessity to change the type of 
medication in the treatment of our patients to highly diluted medications (homeopathies) 
because we need to increase our vital energy and not decrease even more, and that is why, 
homeopathy is the medication of election in the treatment of the majority of diseases 
nowadays. 
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